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Celebrating 40 years of the
         first modern mountain bike!

I’ve discovered over the years that the best riding 
experience needn’t require space-age materials and 
thousands of dollars. It starts with ergonomic geometry 
that creates a lithe ride, effortless steering and a pedaling 
position that beckons you forward. A frame should be a 
lively spring, with a spritely feel. After myriad further details 
and refinements, the bike is ready for you. 

When our personal power resource – pedaling – couples 
with a spot-on design, well, that’s when joy emerges. A 
Breezer jumps forward as if powered from within. Your smile 
is my goal. Always has been, always will be.

— Joe Breeze

Established 1977
1976 
The first downhill off-road race – Repack – is held on 
October 21, 1976. Ten riders take part, and all ride 
repurposed Schwinn “klunkers” from the ’30s and 
’40s.

1977 
Joe designs and builds 
the world’s first modern 
mountain bike: Breezer 
#1. On its maiden 
voyage, Joe wins 
Repack.

1978 
Joe completes nine more “Breezers.” Nothing like a 
Breezer has been seen before. The first 10 Breezers 
mark the birth of the modern mountain bike.

1980
-  Joe designs the unicrown fork, introduced on the 

1981 Kelly-Fisher mountain bike Montare. 

-  Joe designs and builds 25 Series II Breezers.

1982-85 
Joe designs and builds more Breezers, Series III.

1983 
-  Joe Breeze and 11 others 

form the world’s first 
mountain bike racing 
governing body: NORBA, 
the National Off Road 
Bicycle Association. Joe 
designs the NORBA logo.

-  Joe Breeze introduces the 
world’s first mountain bike 
dropper post: Hite-Rite.

1986 
Joe introduces his first aluminum Breezer mountain 
bike, made by American Bicycle Manufacturing in St. 
Cloud, Minnesota (USA).

1988 
Joe is inducted as a charter member of the Mountain 
Bike Hall of Fame.

1991 
Joe launches a full line 
of Breezer mountain 
bikes, introducing the 
Lightning, Thunder, 
and Storm models – 
produced by InterJet of 
Osaka, Japan.

1974 
Joe Breeze begins 
designing and 
fabricating custom road 
racing frames. 

1993 
-  Joe introduces the Breeze-In dropout: half the 

weight and twice the stiffness of standard 
dropouts. 

-  Joe introduces the Breezer Venturi: the first 
production compact-frame road bike.

1995 
Joe introduces the Breezer Backdraft rim: a super-
light 390g rim with all redundant material removed on 
the inner wall.

1996 
Joe introduces his first commuter bike: the Ignaz X. 
The “Iggy” uses a Nexus 7 internally geared hub. Its 
styling and name are tributes to Ignaz Schwinn, the 
founder of Schwinn Bicycles.

1997 
Joe introduces his first full-suspension mountain bike 
– the Twister – using the Sweet Spot™ Unified Rear 
Triangle design. He also introduces Breezer D’Fusion 
tubing in chromoly steel and aluminum.

1998 
Joe begins an intense period of focus on bicycle 
transportation advocacy in Marin County, California 
and the US.

2002 
Joe Breeze re-
launches Breezer 
as “Transportation 
for a Healthy 
Planet,” dedicating 
the brand 100% 
to bicycles for 
transportation.

2008 
-  Breezer is awarded Editors’ Choice for “Best 

Commuter Bike” from Bicycling Magazine for the 
Breezer Uptown 8. 

-  Breezer joins forces with Advanced Sports.

2009 
The Breezer Uptown 8 is awarded a second Editors’ 
Choice for “Best Commuter Bike” from Bicycling 
Magazine.

2010
-  Thanks to the 

horsepower of 
Advanced Sports, Joe 
introduces a new line 
of Breezer mountain 
bikes – the Thunder 
and Lightning. 

-  Breezer is awarded a 
third Editors’ Choice 
for “Best Commuter 
Bike” from Bicycling 
Magazine, again for 
the Breezer Uptown 8.

2011
-  Breezer is awarded its 

fourth Editors’ Choice 
for “Best Commuter 
Bike” from Bicycling 
Magazine, this time for 
the Breezer Uptown 
Infinity. 

-  Joe introduces his first 
carbon fiber Breezer 
and first 29er: the 
Cloud 9.

2013
-  Joe introduces the Breeze-In Split Dropout and 

his first belt-drive transportation bike: the Breezer 
Beltway. 

-  Breezer is awarded a 5th Editors’ Choice, “Best 
Commuter Bike” from Bicycling Magazine, for the 
Breezer Beltway Infinity.

2014
-  Joe Breeze re-enters 

the full-suspension 
market with Repack 
and Supercell models, 
featuring MLink 
Technology: an all-new 
suspension system 
developed with world-
leading kinematics 
experts.

-  Breezer is awarded its 
6th Bicycling Magazine 
Editors’ Choice 
award for the Breezer 
Beltway Elite. 

As Breezer comes into its 40th year I’ve been reflecting on 
what it’s come to represent. From the brand’s beginning, 
in 1977, my goal has been to offer the best possible 
riding experience. The bicycle has a lot to offer the world. 
Humankind’s most efficient mode of transport, it gives back 
in spades the energy we put into it. 

In creating new iterations of this wonderful machine, the trick 
is to derive the best results from our precious few watts of 
pedaling energy.



TECH

D ’ F U S I O N  T U B I N G 
Breezer D’Fusion tubing strengthens Breezer 
bicycles frames with a unique D-shape profile 
that diffuses stress in critical areas such 
as near the head tube. D’Fusion tubing’s 
broad-radius section (the flatter portion of the 
D) allows stress to flow through a broader 
channel, diffusing the load over a wider area, 
reducing the risk of fatigue. D’fusion shaping 
appears on top and down tubes at the head 
tube and sometimes on chainstays and at 
the seat joint. D’Fusion tubing eliminates 
ride-deadening heavy gussets and lets tubing 
do the light-weight and lively work it was 
designed to do. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S  A R E  S U B J E C T  T O  C H A N G E  W I T H O U T  N O T I C E .

B R E E Z E - I N  D R O P O U T S 
Joe Breeze’s iconic Breeze-In dropout offers 
twice the rigidity and half the weight of 
standard dropouts. Breeze-Ins enable the 
stays to extend as close as possible to the 
rear axle, keeping the tubing the star of the 
show. Breeze-In dropouts improve shifting, 
wheel changes, and of course, ride quality.

A P E X  D I S C  M O U N T 
The Breezer Apex Force Transfer (AFT) brake 
mount puts the rear brake caliper on the 
chainstay. The chainstay diameter provides 
greater bending and torsional rigidity than the 
smaller seatstay. The dynamic braking force 
inherent to this position reduces chatter, and 
the caliper is safely protected within the apex 
of the rear triangle.



Drop-Bar Adventure
Remember that feeling of freedom you had on your first bike? 
Setting out in the morning for an all-day cruise, finding new places 
and riding on whatever road or trail came your way. We want you 
to experience that again. Our new drop-bar adventure bikes are 
the perfect machines for your exploring. With this new line of bikes 
Joe Breeze set out to design models that could handle varied riding 
surfaces, accommodate racks, fenders and high-volume tires and 
most importantly provide a spirited ride and all-day comfort. 

The new Inversion and Radar let you experience that first feeling of 
freedom all over again. 



DROP-BAR ADVENTURE

Inversion

Inversion
The best part of the ride starts at 

the end of the pavement. New for 

2017, the Inversion is the mountain 

biker’s road bike. A seamless, 

double-butted, chromoly D’Fusion 

frame with the new Breeze Thru-axle 

rear dropout and Apex disc brake 

mount make the Inversion a truly 

versatile drop-bar machine. 

A full-carbon fork with tapered 

head tube and 100x12mm thru-axle 

fork ends ensure the Inversion will 

track true when descending on any 

terrain. Clearance for up to

38c tires, and optimized head tube 

lengths working in concert with the 

D’fusion chromoly frame provide all-

day comfort in the saddle whether 

you are cruising back roads with 

friends, taking on a cyclocross race 

or grinding out a gravel race. The 

Inversion is here to break down the 

boundaries of what a “road” bike 

can be. 

I N V E R S I O N  T E A M
• Breezer D’Fusion seamless double-

butted chromoly frame with Apex 
brake mount and 142x12mm Breeze 
Thru-axle rear dropout

• Full carbon fork with tapered steerer 
tube, 100x12mm thru-axle and hidden 
fender mounts 

• Shimano Ultegra drivetrain 

• Shimano BR-R785 hydraulic disc 
brakes 

• WTB Frequency Team Disc rims with 
Formula sealed cartridge bearing 
hubs, tubeless compatible 

• WTB Exposure 700x30c tires, tubeless 
compatible 

I N V E R S I O N  P R O
• Breezer D’Fusion seamless double-

butted chromoly frame with Apex 
brake mount and 142x12mm Breeze 
Thru-axle rear dropout

• Full carbon fork with tapered steerer 
tube, 100x12mm through-axle and 
hidden fender mounts

• Shimano 105 drivetrain

• Tektro HY/RD disc brakes

• Oval Concepts 327 wheelset

• Vittoria Zaffiro Pro 700x32c tire 



Let Radar roll your bearings toward 

determined velocities of distant 

desire. 

Constructed using a double-butted 

chromoly frame and fork with rack 

mounts, five (yes, 5) water bottle 

mounts, disc brakes and clearance 

for 2.1” off road tires makes 

Radar the perfect choice for urban 

adventures, full-blown bikepacking 

or anything in between. A wide-

range rear cassette and 48x32 

chainrings provide the perfect 

gearing to get you to the top of the 

steepest climbs and back down 

again even when fully loaded with 

gear. The Radar is your ultimate 

road and dirt adventure rig. 

Radar

DROP-BAR ADVENTURE

Radar

R A D A R  P R O
• Breezer double-butted chromoly 

frame with BSA threaded bottom 
bracket and Apex brake mount 

• Chromoly fork with braze-ons for 
racks or extra water bottle mounts 

• SRAM GX-X9 2x10 drivetrain 

• SRAM HRD-700 hydraulic disc brakes 

R A D A R  E X P E RT
• Breezer double-butted chromoly 

frame with BSA threaded bottom 
bracket and Apex brake mount 

• Chromoly fork with braze-ons for 
racks or extra water bottle mounts 

• Shimano Sora 2x9 drivetrain 

• Shimano mechanical disc brakes 



Mountain Bikes
In 1977 when Joe Breeze hand built the first modern mountain bikes, 
Breezer became the world’s first mountain bike brand. A lifelong, 
avid rider and intuitive designer-builder with an unrelenting focus on 
high performance and efficiency, Joe has never stopped innovating. 
His earliest mountain bikes can be seen at the Marin Museum of 
Bicycling and Mountain Bike Hall of Fame in Fairfax, California;  
at the Shimano Museum in Osaka, Japan; at the California Bicycle 
Museum (and US Bicycling Hall of Fame) in Davis, California; 
and at the Smithsonian National Museum of American History in 
Washington, DC.



Lightning
Joe’s legacy built for today’s riders. 

The 2017 Lightning receives major 

updates to evolve the iconic model 

into a more refined trail machine. 

Using seamless, double-butted 

chromoly D’Fusion tubing, new 

Breeze Thru-axle rear dropouts and 

Boost 148 rear hub spacing, the 

new Lightning frame will confirm 

that steel is the perfect material 

to build a light, lively and durable 

frame. Short 439mm chainstays 

provide ample tire clearance 

for 27.5-Plus or 29-inch tires. A 

redesigned geometry based on 

a 120mm-travel fork and longer, 

slacker front triangle provide 

stability and confidence at high 

speed and on technical descents, 

while still keeping the fun factor at 

11. Ride the Lightning and you’ll 

experience what comes from 40 

years of mountain bike building 

know-how. 

L I G H T N I N G  T E A M
• Breezer D’Fusion seamless double-

butted chromoly frame with Apex 
brake mount 

• Boost 148x12mm rear and Boost 
110x15mm front axle spacing 

• Fox 34 Performance Elite fork with 
120mm travel 

• Shimano XT 1x11 drivetrain 

• Race Face crank, bar, stem and 
seatpost 

• 27.5-Plus wheel/tire size 

L I G H T N I N G  P R O
• Breezer D’Fusion seamless double-

butted chromoly frame with Apex 
brake mount 

• Boost 148x12mm rear and Boost 
110x15mm front axle spacing 

• RockShox Revelation 29 RL fork with 
120mm travel 

• Shimano SLX 1x11 drivetrain

• Race Face bar, stem and seatpost 

• 27.5-Plus wheel/tire size 

MOUNTAIN SERIES

Lightning



MOUNTAIN SERIES

Thunder

Building on 40 years of mountain 

bike design, the 2017 Thunder has 

evolved into the definitive modern 

hardtail for aggressive XC riding. 

Using custom-butted D’Fusion 

aluminum tubing, new Breeze Thru-

axle dropouts and Boost 148x12 

rear hub spacing, the new Thunder 

frame is lightweight, quick, nimble 

and built to last. Short 439mm 

chainstays provide ample tire 

clearance for 27-Plus or 29-inch 

tires. A refined geometry designed 

around a 120mm-travel fork with a 

longer front-center is optimized for 

aggressive XC riding. One ride on 

the new Thunder and you’ll know 

why, after 40 years, there is still no 

better hardtail mountain bike on the 

market than a Breezer. 

Thunder
T H U N D E R  T E A M
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

custom-butted aluminum frame with 
Apex brake mount 

• Boost 148x12mm rear and Boost 
110x15mm front axle spacing 

• RockShox Reba RL fork with 120mm 
travel 

• Shimano XT 1x11 drivetrain 

• Race Face bar, stem and seatpost 

• Available in 27.5-Plus or 29-inch 
wheel/ tire size 

T H U N D E R  E X P E RT
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

custom-butted aluminum frame with 
Apex brake mount 

• Boost 148x12mm rear and Boost 
110x15mm front axle spacing 

• RockShox Recon Silver fork with 
120mm travel 

• Shimano SLX 2x10 drivetrain 

• 29-inch wheel/tire size 

T H U N D E R  P R O
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

custom-butted aluminum frame with 
Apex brake mount 

• Boost 148x12mm rear and Boost 
110x15mm front axle spacing 

• Manitou Machete fork with 120mm 
travel 

• Shimano SLX 1x11 drivetrain 

• Race Face bar and stem 

• Available in 27.5-Plus or 29-inch 
wheel/ tire size 



S T O R M  R E C R U I T
• Breezer custom-butted 6066 

aluminum frame with Breeze-In 
dropouts and Apex brake mount

• Suntour XCT fork with 100mm travel 

• Shimano Altus/Acera 3x8 drivetrain 

• Available with 27.5-inch or 29-inch 
wheels so you can get the best fit 
possible

Available colors:

S T O R M
• Breezer custom-butted 6066 

aluminum frame with Breeze-In 
dropouts and Apex brake mount

• Suntour XCT fork w/ 100mm travel 

• Shimano Tourney 3x7 drivetrain 

• Available with 27.5-inch or 29-inch 
wheels so you can get the best fit 
possible

Available colors:

MOUNTAIN SERIES

Storm

Meet the Storm: best-in-class value 

for a race-inspired, performance 

hardtail – featuring legendary Joe 

Breeze handling. Storm riders 

benefit from many of the same 

features found on top-end Breezer 

models: Breeze-In dropouts 

and Apex brake mount. You get 

renowned Breezer ride quality at a 

more affordable price. On either 29-

inch or 27.5-inch wheels, you’ll find 

new confidence on the trails. The 

Storm’s also the perfect option for 

someone looking to get their first 

“real” mountain bike or a rider who 

wants to try 29-inch or 27.5-inch 

wheels for the first time. 

Storm
S T O R M  E X P E RT
• Breezer custom-butted 6066 

aluminum frame with Breeze-In 
dropouts and Apex brake mount

• Rock Shox Recon Gold fork with 
100mm travel

• Shimano Deore XT 3x10 drivetrain 

• Available with 27.5-inch or 29-inch 
wheels so you can get the best fit 
possible

S T O R M  C O M P
• Breezer custom-butted 6066 

aluminum frame with Breeze-In 
dropouts and Apex brake mount

• Suntour XCM RL fork with 100mm 
travel 

• Shimano Deore/Alivio 3x9 drivetrain

• Available with 27.5-inch or 29-inch 
wheels so you can get the best fit 
possible



Transportation
The bicycle is unequivocally the most efficient form of 

transportation ever created—and it's the most fun! Compared 

to a car, a human on a bicycle averages 600mpg. 600mpg! 

And when it comes to health (yours and everyone else’s), 

there’s no comparison. We design our transportation bikes 

to make it as easy, simple and fun as possible to choose 

riding over driving. Which is why Breezer transportation bikes 

come fully equipped with all the amenities that a car offers: 

lights that never need batteries, fenders with mudguards, a 

chainguard to keep your trousers or skirt clean, an oversized 

rack for carrying stuff, a built-in lock, a kickstand, and bell. 



With Breezer town bikes, Joe’s primary goal is to make it easy 

for you to enjoy day-to-day trips. Breezer town bikes are great 

for short commutes to work or school, meeting up with friends, 

or running errands such as picking up groceries at the store or 

farmer’s market. The components are super simple to operate. 

Internal gears and chainguards mean no special outfits required. 

You don’t even have to roll up your trouser leg. There’s a rack for 

your carrying needs and fenders for wet or messy roads. Some 

models feature lights that never need batteries. Breezer town 

bikes are simple, intuitive, and easy to ride. Once you have one, 

you’ll wonder how you ever got along without it! 

Town Bikes



TOWN SERIES

Uptown

The Uptown’s aluminum frame is 

light and robust and the durable 26-

inch wheels, nimble for city streets, 

can carry heavy loads. All Uptown 

models come with racks, fenders, 

kickstands, and bells. Most models 

also come equipped with fully 

enclosed chaincases that preserve 

chain and clothing, and lights 

powered by dynamo hubs that 

require no batteries. The top-end 

Uptown even has a built-in frame 

lock. With these features, plus 3 or 8 

speeds operated with a simple twist 

shifter and Joe’s proven geometry, 

it’s no wonder the Uptown won 

Bicycling Magazine’s Editors’ 

Choice award for “Best Commuter 

Bike” four years in a row. 

Uptown
U P T O W N  8
• Breezer custom tapered aluminum 

frame 

• 26-inch wheels and tires with 
puncture protection and reflective 
strip 

• Shimano Nexus 8 internally geared 
rear hub 

• Busch & Müller Lumotech lightset 
powered by Shimano Dynamo front 
hub 

• Fully enclosed chaincase 

• Integrated frame lock 

U P T O W N  8  L S
• Breezer custom tapered low step 

aluminum frame

• 26-inch wheels with puncture 
protection and reflective strip

• Shimano Nexus 8 internally-geared 
rear hub 

• Busch & Müller Lumotech lightset 
powered by Shimano Dynamo front 
hub 

• Fully enclosed chaincase 

• Integrated frame lock 



TOWN SERIES

Uptown

U P T O W N  3
• Breezer custom-tapered aluminum 

frame  

• 26-inch wheels and tires with 
puncture protection and reflective 
strip

• Shimano Nexus 3 internally-geared 
rear hub  

• Trelock lightset powered by Shimano 
Dynamo front hub  

U P T O W N  3  L S
• Breezer custom-tapered low step 

aluminum frame  

• 26-inch wheels  and tires with 
puncture protection and reflective 
strip

• Shimano Nexus 3 internally-geared 
rear hub  

• Trelock lightset powered by Shimano 
Dynamo front hub  

U P T O W N  E X
• Breezer custom-tapered aluminum 

frame 

• 26-inch wheels 

• Shimano Altus 8-Speed drivetrain 

Available colors:

U P T O W N  E X  L S
• Breezer custom-tapered low step 

aluminum frame 

•  26-inch wheels 

• Shimano Altus 8-Speed drivetrain 

Available colors:



The Downtown is Breezer’s classic 

chromoly steel town bike: 700C 

wheels, equipped with matching 

fenders and chainguard, rear rack, 

kickstand, and bell. Available in 

eight sizes with Joe’s sprightly town 

bike geometry and as an 8-speed, 

7-speed or 3-speed operated by 

an easy twist shifter. Downtowns 

are a remarkably effortless, fun, 

and elegant way to get from Point 

A to Point B. Never before have 

fashion and function existed in such 

harmony. 

Downtown

TOWN SERIES

Downtown

D O W N T O W N  8
• Breezer chromoly steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Nexus 8 internally-geared 
rear hub 

D O W N T O W N  8  S T
• Breezer chromoly step-thru steel 

frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Nexus 8 internally-geared 
rear hub  



TOWN SERIES

Downtown

D O W N T O W N  7 +
• Breezer chromoly steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Nexus 7 internally-geared 
rear hub  

• Buschel retro sport light powered by 
Shimano dynamo front hub

D O W N T O W N  7 +  S T
• Breezer chromoly step-thru steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Nexus 7 internally-geared 
rear hub  

• Buschel retro sport light powered by 
Shimano dynamo front hub

D O W N T O W N  3
• Breezer chromoly  steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Nexus 3 internally-geared rear hub

Available colors:

D O W N T O W N  3  S T
• Breezer chromoly step-thru steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Nexus 3 internally-geared rear hub

Available colors:



D O W N T O W N  E X
• Breezer chromoly steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Altus 8-speed drivetrain

Available colors:

D O W N T O W N  E X  S T
• Breezer chromoly step-thru steel frame  

• 700c wheels and tires with puncture 
protection  

• Shimano Altus 8-speed drivetrain

Available colors:

TOWN SERIES

Downtown



Have a longer commute, maybe with hills? Looking to do some 

touring? Breezer Range Bikes offer 21-, 24-, 27-speed gearing 

and new 2x10 wide-range gearing for long-range travel. Range 

Bikes feature 700c-diameter wheels and are the lightest bikes in 

the Breezer Transportation line. Joe’s famous geometry makes 

these Breezers super stable, great handling bikes. A Breezer 

range bike is sure-footed, quick accelerating and super fun. 

Ride it all year round, take it wherever you want to go — it’s 

happy to oblige. 

Range Bikes



RANGE SERIES

Beltway

The Breezer Beltway is our 

revolutionary, deceptively clean, 

belt-driven, ultimate lightweight 

commuter. Gone are the days of 

chain maintenance and greasy 

trouser legs. That’s thanks to the 

Continental CDS high performance 

belt drive system, which is incredibly 

lightweight, lasts almost twice as 

long as a typical chain, requires 

very little to no maintenance, and is 

ultra-quiet and smooth. Equipped 

with fenders, an oversized carrier, 

kickstand, bell, and integrated lights 

powered by the hub (no batteries), 

the Breezer Beltway will have you 

wishing your daily commute was 

just a bit longer. 

Beltway
B E LT WAY  1 1 +
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Continental CDS high-performance 
belt drive system

• Shimano Alfine 11 internally-geared 
rear hub 

• Axa Blueline headlight powered by a 
Shutter Precision dynamo front hub 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes 

• Ergon GP1 grips 

B E LT WAY  8 +  S T
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Continental CDS high-performance 
belt drive system

• Shimano Alfine 8 internally-geared 
rear hub 

• Axa Blueline headlight powered by a 
Shimano dynamo front hub 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes 

B E LT WAY  8 +
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Continental CDS high-performance 
belt drive system

• Shimano Alfine 8 internally-geared 
rear hub 

• Axa Blueline headlight powered by a 
Shimano dynamo front hub 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes 



RANGE SERIES

Beltway

B E LT WAY  8
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Continental CDS high-performance 
belt drive system

• Shimano Alfine 8 internally-geared 
rear hub 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes 

B E LT WAY  8  S T
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Continental CDS high-performance 
belt drive system

• Shimano Alfine 8 internally-geared 
rear hub 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes 



RANGE SERIES

Liberty

Liberty
Liberty hybrid models are built 

on a light and durable D’Fusion 

hydroformed aluminum frame and  

feature wide-range gearing.  They  

come equipped with a rear rack, 

integrated lighting system (on the 

top-end Liberty), kickstand, and 

bell.  The Liberty frame also features 

a cove on the downtube where all 

shifter and brake cables run and are 

neatly tucked away under a cover. 

Each Breezer Liberty is designed to 

tackle hills, gravel paths, and longer 

distances, on-road or off-road, 

providing a confidence-inspiring 

ride that will make you want to 

spend more time in the saddle and 

keep ticking off miles. 

L I B E RT Y  1 R +
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• SRAM Via GT 20-speed  

• Busch & Müller Lumotech lightset 
powered by a Shutter Precision 
Dynamo front hub  

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes  

• Ergon GP1 grips  

L I B E RT Y  1 R +  S T
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed step-

thru aluminum frame with downtube 
cable cove

• SRAM Via GT 20-speed  

• Busch & Müller Lumotech lightset 
powered by a Shutter Precision 
Dynamo front hub  

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes  

• Ergon GP1 grips  

L I B E RT Y  3 R
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Shimano Deore/Alivio 27-speed 
drivetrain 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes

• Continental Town Ride tire with 
puncture protection

L I B E RT Y  3 R  S T
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed step-

thru aluminum frame with downtube 
cable cove

• Shimano Deore/Alivio 27-speed 
drivetrain 

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes

• Continental Town Ride tire with 
puncture protection



RANGE SERIES

Liberty

L I B E RT Y  5 R
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Shimano Deore/Altus 24-speed 
drivetrain 

• Tektro mechanical disc brake 

L I B E RT Y  5 R  S T
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed step-

thru aluminum frame with downtube 
cable cove

• Shimano Deore/Altus 24-speed 
drivetrain 

• Tektro mechanical disc brake 

L I B E RT Y  6 R  S T
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed step-

thru aluminum frame with downtube 
cable cove

• Shimano Altus 24-speed drivetrain

L I B E RT Y  6 R
• Breezer D’Fusion hydroformed 

aluminum frame with downtube cable 
cove

• Shimano Altus 24-speed drivetrain



RANGE SERIES

Greenway

Greenway
Built on the same design principles 

as our Liberty series, the 

Greenway bikes offer versatility 

and unsurpassed ride quality with 

the addition of a Shimano STEPS 

electric pedal assist system. If 

you’re looking to commute to work 

with ease or need a little help on 

your longer rides, the Greenway

is here to lend some pedal power. 

Maybe you are getting back into 

riding or looking for a way to stay 

mobile. Whatever your inspiration or 

destination, you’ll arrive with power 

to spare and maybe a little less 

sweat on your brow.

G R E E N WAY +
• Suntour NCX suspension fork with 

lockout  

• Shimano STEPS electric pedal-assist 
system  

• Shimano Deore/XT 10-speed 
drivetrain  

• AXA Blueline lightset  

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes  

• Ergon GP1 grips

G R E E N WAY +  L S
• Suntour NCX suspension fork with 

lockout  

• Shimano STEPS electric pedal-assist 
system  

• Shimano Deore/XT 10-speed 
drivetrain  

• AXA Blueline lightset  

• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes  

• Ergon GP1 grips
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